Voltage comparisons at different points in the discharge

Near end of flat part of discharge we see that all the sticks are working pretty uniformly

Stopped deep discharge at 131.3V, at which point 6 of the sticks had dropped out

Another deeper discharge after charge cycle shows the same sticks with cell dropouts, plus a couple more. The
rest of the sticks still have some capacity (6V is 1V/cell, which is where we expect to see the cells start to drop)
In all, I am not sure if this pack of sticks will recover well enough even with weekly charging to give you
much more service.

Several sticks are dropping out at ~ 142V, we
would like to see that much lower in voltage,
like 135 or lower

After cycling, the drop out is a few volts
less, but still not very good. The rest of the
pack still has capacity after the weak ones
drop out as shown by the level slope here

Pack cycling report card
A good pack will show 5000 to 6500MAH for the
charge MAH yours only shows 3300 to 3600, so the
pack is only capable of ~ 1/2 of the nominal capacity

This end volts is normal, so the sticks are charging normally
to plateau.

Charge stopped due to the normal plateau in voltage

A good pack will see 200 or more minutes of run time,
this pack is over an hour short of that, indicating low capacity.

We allowed a deeper discharge to try and regain capacity,
but it does not seem to be helping as we continue to see
cell drop outs at 144-142V (see graph page)

From the graphs it looks like 6 or more of the sticks have lower capacity than the rest, which is making the whole pack behave badly,
since the pack is only as good as the weakest stick. If I had 6 sticks of known better capacity we could try and change those sticks, but I
expect that the whole pack would still not be very good, based on the voltages we see in the stick voltage page.
I will try one additional series with some different parameters, and try to squeeze some more MAH out of it.

